DISTRICT CONSERVATION AGENT'S REPORT

15-147-30175-00-00

TO:
State Corporation Commission
Conservation Division
800 Bitting Building
Wichita, Kansas

FILE NO.________________________
LOCATION NW NW SE
SEC. 15 TWP. 2 RGE. 19W

Dry Hole __ x__ Abandoned Oil Well ___ Abandoned Gas Well ___

I have today completed supervision of plugging of:
Well No. ___ 1____ Lease_____ VanKooten
Operator Deep Rock Oil Corp. Address Hoke Bldg., Hutchinson, Kans
Field _____________ County _______ Phillips
Total Depth 377' Feet.

(Describe briefly the manner in which the well was plugged)

10" at 280' circulated with cement - 7" at 3606' with 300 sax
cement behind. Cement and Halliburton plugs to 3450', top perf.,
at 3426'.

Filled with chat to 3420' set 5 sax cement with dump
bailer, pulled 2955' 7" casing, filled hole with mud to
280', set rock bridge and 20 sax cement, filled with heavy
mud to 35' set rock bridge and 15 sax cement to bottom

cellar.

09-05-1950

Date 9-1-50

District Conservation Agent